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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSllY

Intolerance: one common thread connecting nations
As headline after headline chronicles

a pervasive climate of global intolerance, the list of differences, divisions,
and disputes grows daily.
• Americans examine sexual
harassment attitudes during
Thomas/Hill hearings.
• Los Angeles erupts in violence
following acquittal of police officers
in Rodney King beating.
• In Germany bands of "skin heads"
brutally beat immigrants.
• Mass rapes become part of war
strategy in former Yugoslavian
republics.
• Military-style boot camps prepare
white supremacists in the United
States to "·reclaim" America.
• Angry parents oust New York school superintendent for
introducing curriculum dealing with AIDS, multiculturalism, and sexual orientation.
• Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott penalized for using
racial, ethnic slurs.
• Military leaders criticize Clinton's initiative to lift ban on
gays, lesbians in armed services.
From ethnic cleansing in Bosnia to starvation in Somalia,
the gloomy litanies accumulate, shrouded in the guise of
war, terrorism, hate crimes, intimidation, harassment, and
subtle acts of insensitivity. Meanwhile, fear and ignorance,
coupled with a fair measure of herd mentality, threaten to
derail constructive responses to age-old conflicts.
Although we tend to direct the blame elsewhere, problems of intolerance aren't limited to isolated, news-breaking
events in Crown Heights, Bensonhurst, Simi Valley, and
Denver. This year an FBI report noted a rise in hate crimes
nationally, while in 1992, crimes of hate reached a ten-year
all-time high in Michigan, according to a state advisory
committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
State committee member Dr. Peter Kobrak, Western
Michigan University professor of public affairs and
administration, cites three critical factors as leading
to this increase: the rise in Michigan's unemployment rate; racial and ethnic segregation; and the
tone set by America's national leaders.
"Residential and other types of segregation
shape bigotry," Kobrak observes. "Ninety percent
of minority students study in schools
that are 90 percent racially
segregated. Hopefully,
with the new Democratic
presidency emphasizing
the need for racial
harmony and integration, this change in
national moral
leadership will
decrease some
of the tension."

Intolerance of others' differences
appears to have been a part of
human history from day one. Even
today, when the issues and aspirations of our increasingly pluralistic
societies seem more universally
intertwined than ever, ironically our
divisions continue to widen. Is
intolerance a primitive biological
trait-an inherent inability to get
along that reflects the animal
nature to run in packs?
Although physical anthropologists and biologists have attempted
to do so, to date they haven't been
able to identify a specific biological
basis which predisposes human
nature, according to Dr. Lewis Walker, professor and
department chairperson of sociology.
"There is no gene or trait that explains the inability of
races, religions, or ethnic groups to relate to one another
without conflict," Walker, a race and ethnic relations
specialist, says. "People have always found reasons to hate
or kill one another. The more acceptable findings come
out of the psychological and sociological study of the
aggressive nature of human beings.
"Social aggression is a learned behavior," he maintains.
"People have been socialized to hate from within as well as
those outside their group. There are rich examples that
support this in the strife of Northern Ireland and Nicaragua and the pacifism of the Quakers. As a society, we're
still struggling with a way to resocialize the human
creature so that he and she can appreciate diversity and the
positive contributions various groups have made to the
richness of our life."
The fact remains we are all here together-examples of
every race, creed, color, ideology, sexual orientation, and
mental and physical ability imaginable. And given this fact,
is there hope that we humans can live and work together
in relative harmony?
While he finds it hard to feel optimistic
considering what's going on in the world, Dr.
Lewis H. Carlson, a professor of history who
specializes in the historical significance of
racism and diversity, says America has made
definite progress, as evidenced in the long
overdue recognition of ethnic and women's
literature.
''While politically and economically we've Jived
together for over 200 years, cultural democracy has
been more problematic for this country," Carlson
says. "Throughout history, America has had a
single perspective-that of the white Eurocentric
male. We've been conservative, nervous, not
accepting of change. The melting pot theory
was one of the worst myths ever perpetuated; it denigrated cultural heritage,
saying 'put aside what you were and
become Americans.'

"One of the great things the civil rights movement did
was to raise the cultural diversity question. When people
open themselves up to different cultural perspectives, a
whole new way of looking at life opens up. The more
cultural experiences, the more perspectives one gathers, the
more tolerant one becomes. You can't read the richness of
ethnic and women's literature and continue to denigrate
those groups."
Utilization of diversity may be the key in solving many of
our common problems, suggests history professor Dr.
Donald L. Fixico, whose research activities reflect his Native
American heritage.
''When people from diverse cultural backgrounds come
together to address common issues and concerns, attacking
the problems from different vantage points enables more
potential solutions," Fixico says. 'We must learn from our
various diverse groups that while we may have separate and
unique concerns, we all share common experiences and
problems. Maybe then we won't keep repeating the same
mistakes."
One of the most useful functions of universities, President Diether H. Haenicke said in an address to the Economics Club of Grand Rapids, is that it offers a confined, safe
place where intellectual conflict and ideological warfare can
take place without physical confrontation, where new social
concepts can be debated, argued, and rejected or accepted.
"... We're not dealing with petty issues," he told the club,
"but with major problems that we must resolve through
open, vigorous but peaceful discussion if we want to remain
united as Americans in a common culture and if we want to
remain strong as one nation, indivisible."

-by Janet Jones, B.A. '90, and Jeanne Baron, M.A. '89
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Improvements in athletic, recreation facilities force teams to 'practice' creativity
Editor's note: The following story is based on interviews
conducted this March, when Western Michigan University's
winter sports were finishing their seasons and the spring
sports were gearing up for their seasons. Since these
interviews were conducted, some of the teams mentioned
have ended their seasons or changed their practice sites.
Closing Read Fieldhouse for renovation and expansion has
been a test of patience, creativity, sportsmanship, and the
true will to compete. In essence, the disruptions caused by
the closure have brought some of athletics' underlying
values to the fore, values often overshadowed in the hoopla
over wins and losses.
It hasn't been easy, but Western Michigan University's
sports teams survived the first year of a $50 million student
recreation and intercollegiate athletic facilities building
project with little more than a few bumps and bruises.
''We've tried to make that whole aspect of the (softball)
program not an issue with our team," softball coach Kim
Worden, B.S. '83, M.A. '90, says. "We don't discuss it. We
simply don't want our kids to be more aware of where or
when they are practicing than what we are practicing for."
Staying focused has been a challenge for both coaches
and athletes. Take the basketball squads, for example. The
men's and women's teams played their "home" games at five
different southwest Michigan sites-Kalamazoo College,
Kalamazoo Valley Community College, WMU's Lawson Ice
Arena, the Kellogg Arena in Battle Creek, and Welsh
Auditorium in Grand Rapids. Other factors, such as the
women's team playing games as early as 10:30 a.m., added to
the stress of their 1992-1993 season.

Practice isn't what it used to be
Lack of consistent practice and playing space affects team
performance, says women's basketball coach Pat Charity,
B.S. '81, M.A. '90, but she and most other coaches try not to
let their players focus on such drawbacks. "Playing in so
many different facilities is hard on us because we never get
focused on a background like other teams can, so we really
have no 'home court' advantage. We practice at Oakland
Gym which isn't the best place, but at least we're indoors."
"Indoors" conjures up a heavenly thought for women's
track coach Diane Russo, whose squad hasn't had one
central practice site yet this year and all too often had to
brave Michigan's "winter wonderland" weather.
''We get up in the morning and listen to the weather
report," Russo says, "since that will be the biggest factor in
what our practices will be like each day."
On Fridays the squad had no place to practice except
outdoors-the same place the Bronco women distance
runners practiced all winter. The other days of the week, the
team practiced wherever it could. On Mondays the sprinters
"sprinted" knee-deep in the Gabel Natatorium pool. On
Tuesdays they and field-event performers worked out in the
asphalt area of the Gary Center gymnasium. The team
managed to get together Wednesdays and Thursdays at
Oakland Gymnasium, but only when the basketball teams
were out of town.

"Give our kids credit; they've been very positive about the
whole thing. Many of them don't even get to eat lunch until
late afternoon on certain days because the only time we can
get into the facilities is at lunch time, and they'll come
straight from class," Russo says. ''We don't talk about the
negatives of the situation. We don't want the kids to have
excuses they can use for not performing up to their ability.
And we figure we should be really, really strong in the
outdoor season (which started March 27), since much of the
team has been running outdoors all winter."

Finding a place to practice hasn't been easy for many Western
Michigan University sports teams while Read Fieldhouse and the Gary
Center are undergoing a major renovation and expansion. For
instance, sprinters on the woman 's track team have occasionally
practiced in the Gabel Natatorium pool.

The men 's basketball team has frequently competed on temporary
flooring in Lawson Ice Arena.
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The men 's track team avoided much of Michigan 's winter weather
during its workouts by practicing inside an empty greenhouse. A
community member made the facility available to the team. Similar
support was shown by another Bronco fan, who made an airplane
hangar available to the men 's basketball squad, so the team had a
place to practice early in its season.

Beulah Kendall remembered for exceptional generosity
Beulah I. Kendall, a long-time
major benefactor of Western
Michigan University, died December
31 , 1992, in Battle Creek. She was
eighty-six.
Eight months prior to her death,
in April 1992, Kendall contributed
$1.6 million to the WMU Foundation to establish a series of scholarships. It was, and still is, the largest
Beulah 1. Kendall
lump-sum cash gift in the history of
the University. Combined with other
commitments made at the same
time, her total support for WMU in the final year of her life
exceeded $2 million.
"Beulah Kendall was a wonderful and dear friend," said
President Diether Haenicke, whose friendship with Kendall
began shortly after his arrival at WMU in 1985. "We are
deeply saddened by this loss.
"Through her generosity she has left a legacy that will
enrich the education of hundreds of students for many,
many generations," Haenicke added.
Kendall had commented that one of the reasons she
enjoyed supporting WMU was because she had not been able
to afford to go to college when she was younger. Most of the
scholarships established through Kendall's generosity are
directed toward assisting Michigan students from Battle
Creek and Calhoun County.
During 1992 Kendall also contributed $400,000 to the

Cereal City Development Corporation with instructions that
the monies be used to support completion of the new WMU
Regional Center in Battle Creek. The regional center
occupies 24,000 square feet of the completely renovated
Robinson building in downtown Battle Creek. The new
regional center is named in honor of Kendall and her late
husband, Roy.
Kendall's 1992 contributions were the largest and last in
her long series of gifts to WMU. Among her past gifts were
support of several Medallion Scholarships; $35,000 to purchase sound recording equipment for Cold Company, the
internationally-recognized student vocal jazz group;
$130,000 in 1986 to support construction of the Printing
Management and Research Center in Welborn Hall; and
$100,000, given as unrestricted support for the University, in
1989.
Born Beulah I. Potter on March 9, 1906, she was one of
eight children in a family of modest means. She married Roy
F. Kendall in January 1933, and together they built the
Kendall family hardware and mill supply store into a chain
of stores and eventually into Kendall Industries, a producer
of industrial supplies and clothing. When Roy died in 1978,
Mrs. Kendall directed the operation of the company.
In 1955 the Kendall Foundation was created. Beulah
Kendall served as a director of the foundation for nearly all
of its thirty-three-year history, and as president for the final
ten years. By the time the Kendall Foundation was dissolved
in 1988, it had distributed more than $1.4 million in charitable support, including significant contributions to WMU.

Necessity is the mother of invention
Men's track members fared better during the indoor
season-they actually got to practice indoors, albeit in an
area greenhouse. Not to be outdone, the men's basketball
team practiced in a vacant airplane hangar while the
volleyball team was still in season and using Oakland
Gymnasium. The hangar's location, inside the security area
of the Kalamazoo-Battle Creek International Airport,
provided an added treat for the coaching staff. They were
required to complete a Federal Aviation Administration antiterrorist training session.
"Anybody on the men's basketball coaching staff should
be able to stop a terrorist at a moment's notice, now," jokes
Wayne Pushie, assistant athletic director in charge of
facilities.
Running at a moment's notice might have been a handier
skill to pick up. As WMU's athletic and recreational facilities
undergo major changes, surprising situations arise, such as
the time Lawson Ice Arena was converted into a basketball
arena, and one of its men's locker room became a women's
locker room in a mere hour's time.
"There's only one women's locker room at Lawson Arena
and when we've had two women's teams and two men 's
teams playing at the same time, we've had to make some
adjustments," Paul Schneider, Lawson Arena manager, says.
"And sometimes a man is in the middle of the room before
he realizes that fact. "

If it's Tuesday, this must be Battle Creek
Just about everyone involved with Bronco athletics has
experienced their share of logistical nightmares.
• Hockey players practiced at Kalamazoo's Wings Stadium
on days when Lawson Ice Arena was being turned into a
basketball court.
• The baseball and softball teams gave up some of their preseason practice time in the Gary Center so the women's
track field-event performers would have a day or two of
indoor practice.
• Lawson was regularly converted into a fieldhouse and
then back into an ice arena--0n one occasion in the span of
twenty-six hours to accommodate a Bronco hockey game,
women's basketball game, men's basketball game, and then
another hockey game.
• Office of Sports Information personnel, no longer able to
use established media areas in Read Fieldhouse, set up
entire "press boxes" in the back seats of their cars and, like
other athletics-related offices, donned hats as travel agents
in order to get staff and equipment to game sites.
• Athletic trainers redoubled their communication and
planning efforts for each practice and playing situation
because of so many make-shift training set-ups, performances in non-University facilities, and split team practices
(as with track, which had small groups of athletes training
as early as eight in the morning or as late as eight at night).
"We've had to learn to be flexible and creative," says
Pushie, who has definitely earned a vacation when the athletic season closes this spring. "Most of the coaches have
really been great. Many of them have gone out of their way
to make the whole thing work. And even though it's been a
tough situation, there have been some good things to come
out of it, like all the national publicity on our unusual practice sites and the tremendous support from the community."
Complaints few, cooperation exceptional
Although some season ticket holders complained they had
to travel forty-five minutes to see a Bronco "home" basketball game, Pushie says many more community members
have offered encouragement, suggestions, and, in the case of
the greenhouse and airplane hangar, actual facilities.
"It's been really, really challenging," head athletic trainer
Dennis Corbin notes. "But we've tried not to get caught up
in complaining. To me, it's just been remarkable how people
have been willing to work double the amount of time and
under less-than-ideal conditions to make everything work."
He adds that the athletes, themselves, have shown
nothing but dedication to their sport, to their school, and to
the idea of becoming the best-no matter what.
"It's been inspiring at times to watch the athletes
because, on their end of things, very little has changed,"
Corbin says. "They still come into the training room with
their goals of how they're going to do this season. They still
go out and practice every day and they show up ready to
play. It just goes to show how resilient young people can be."

-by Cindy Paavola, M.A. '86
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President Emeritus James W. Miller remembered as fine arts champion
Dr. James W. Miller, Western Michigan University's third president, died
April 27 in Kalamazoo of pneumonia.
He was eighty. A campuswide memorial service was held May 6 in Miller
Auditorium.
Miller, who was at WMU's helm
from 1961to1974, led the University
through one of the most sustained periods of growth in its history. Under
his leadership, WMU transcended its
teacher-training heritage to become
the comprehensive institution that it
is today.
'We are deeply saddened by the
loss of one of Western Michigan
University's great presidents," current
president Dr. Diether H. Haenicke
said. "He was an exceptional leader
and dedicated public servant. We are
much in his debt for his extraordinary
legacy and we will treasure his mark
on our institution. I will always cherish the all too brief moments I had
Dr. James W. Miller
with him. He was a good friend and
wise counsel."
During the "Miller Years," on-campus enrollment grew
from 9,000 to 22,000 students, the number of master's
degree programs increased, and the first specialist and
doctoral degree programs were offered. In addition, the Lee
Honors College and the Medieval Institute were launched,
the Kalamazoo Consortium for Higher Education was
created, and scholarship programs were enlarged or
established, including one in honor of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Miller is perhaps best known for his support of the fine
arts. WMU's College of Fine Arts, the first of its kind in the
state, was established under his leadership in 1972. He also
was responsible for securing funding for Miller Auditorium,
the 3,500-seat performing arts facility that opened in 1968.
Originally called the University Auditorium, the facility was
named for Miller in 1971. This past January he attended a
gala celebration marking the twentieth anniversary of the
College of Fine Arts and the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
auditorium.
"All of Kalamazoo County and West Michigan are
indebted to James Miller for the outreach that he fostered at
Western Michigan University, particularly in the varied
fields of fine arts," said Richard Y. St. John, vice chairperson
of the WMU Board of Trustees. St. John was speaking for
chairperson James S. Brady, who was in Malaysia with a
University delegation.
"He championed the arts as evidenced by his establishment of the state's first College of Fine Arts and the
beautiful Miller Auditorium, a regional gem," St. John
continued. "He was a great leader and exemplary public
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servant. My Board of Trustees
colleagues and I extend our
heartfelt sympathies to the
Miller family."
The auditorium was one of
thirty-seven construction
projects completed during
Miller's tenure. More than $100
million was spent during that
era to expand the University's
physical plant. Other building
projects included nine academic classroom buildings,
Shaw Theatre, the first expansion of Waldo Library, the
initial renovation of WMU's
intercollegiate and intramural
athletics facilities, and the
construction of Lawson Ice
Arena, Gabel Natatorium, and
Kanley Track.
Miller, a native of Brockton,
Massachusetts, earned his
bachelor's degree from Amherst College and his master's
and doctoral degrees from the University of Minnesota. A

• Board of Trustees membership changes

James Brady

George Franklin

Joan Krause

political scientist by training, he taught at Michigan State
University for several years-both before and after service in
the armed forces during World War II. He was named
controller and secretary to the Administrative Board for the
state of Michigan in 1954. He returned to MSU in July 1960
to serve as secretary to the Board of Trustees. Six months
later, he was selected as WMU's president.
During his presidency, Miller served as a member of the
Detroit branch of the Federal Reserve Board, the Michigan
Civil Service Commission, Gov. John Swainson's Constitutional Planning Committee, and Gov. George Romney's
Total Research in Management Committee. He also chaired
the Kalamazoo Symphony's successful campaign to match a
1966 Ford Foundation challenge grant to increase the
symphony's endowment by $1 million.
Miller's lifelong pattern of public service continued after
his retirement from WMU. He was a member of Gov. James
Blanchard's Michigan Financial Crisis Council and the
governor's Commission on the Future of Higher Education.
He was active locally in such settings as the fine arts, mental
health, and government. In 1984, Miller was named
Humanities Advocate of the Year by the Kalamazoo Council
for the Humanities.
Miller is survived by his wife, Jane, of Kalamazoo, two
sons, and one daughter.

• Soccer becomes Mid-American Conference sport
The Mid-American Conference will begin sponsoring men's
soccer this fall. Last year marked twenty-two years that
WMU has operated a non-league varsity soccer program.
Now the team will have a chance to compete for national
tournament bids.
Richard St. John

Belmont resident Joan H. Krause, B.A.'72, owner and president of the Duffield & Krause interior design firm in Grand
Rapids, has been named to the WMU Board of Trustees, replacing Dr. Winifred D. Fraser of Northville. Kalamazoo resident George A. Franklin, vice president for public affairs at
the Kellogg Company in Battle Creek, was reappointed.
Bloomfield Hills resident Roy S. Roberts, B.B.A. '69, has resigned due to work commitments. Fraser and Roberts were
given emeriti status. James S. Brady, B.S. '64, of Grand Rapids and Richard Y. St. John of Kalamazoo are board chairperson and vice chairperson, respectively, for 1993.

• New and expanded programs announced
Starting this fall, WMU will offer a new Ph.D. degree in
English and a new Ph.D. degree in computer science. This
brings the number of WMU doctoral programs to seventeen.
General Motors, Ford, the United Auto Workers, and
WMU have joined forces to initiate a major in employee
assistance programs and a minor in substance abuse
services. Aimed at improving the productivity and performance of U.S. workers, the major makes WMU only the
second institution in the country to offer an undergraduate
degree in employee assistance programs and the first to offer
the program in a format tailored to the needs of professionals already working in the field.
WMU has reaffirmed its commitment to aviation training
by creating a School of Aviation Sciences in the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences. WMU programs train
those wishing to be professional pilots or to pursue careers
in such areas as technical sales or service, production,
general aviation management, and aviation maintenance
management.

Streamlining, appointments, Haenicke's rejection
of salary increase dominate Board of Trustees news
Several business and finance positions have
been combined and
one vice
Keith Pretty
Oavid Vellenga
Richard Wright
presidency
eliminated, saving WMU more than $230,000 in costs. Dr. L.
Michael Moskovis, vice president of institutional advancement, resigned in December and returned to the faculty.
Keith A. Pretty, B.S. '73, vice president for external affairs,
general counsel, and chief executive officer of the WMU
Foundation, has assumed Moskovis' duties, which include
managing fund raising and alumni relations.
In other action, Dr. Richard A. Wright, director of the
Biomedical and Health Care Ethics Program at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center in Oklahoma City,
was named associate vice president for academic affairs. Dr.
David B. Vellenga, a professor at Arizona State University in
Tempe and former associate dean for graduate programs in
its College of Business, was named dean of the Haworth
College of Business. He replaces Dr. Darrell G. Jones, who
has returned to WMU's faculty.
Also, the Board of Trustees honored President Diether H.
Haenicke's request that he not be granted a 1992-1993
salary increase. Haenicke said he made the recommendation
"to demonstrate the kind of sacrifice that is necessary under
the existing state and University budget constraints." The
president's last salary adjustment was for 1991-1992. At that
time, and for the fourth consecutive year, Haenicke donated
his increase to the WMU Foundation. In those years he has
given more than $30,000 to the foundation.

Sunseeker 93 powers up for 1,000-mile race--...

Participating in the January unveiling of Sunseeker 93, Western
Michigan University's student designed and built solarpowered car, were, from left, Dr. Leonard R. Lamberson, dean
of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences; student
coordinator Mark A. Ely, a graduate student from Battle Creek;
and President Diether H. Haenicke. Sunseeker is being finetuned for Sunrayce 93, a 1, 000-mile solar vehicle rally race
starting June 20 in Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas, and ending June
26 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. WMU is one of only thirty-six
schools chosen to participate in the race. To compete,
Sunseeker has to pass a qualifying event in Texas. WMU
entered the solar car racing arena in 1990 with an earlier
version of Sunseeker, which placed well in three subsequent
competitions. Work on this year's vehicle, dubbed Sunseeker
93 to distinguish it from the original car, began in February
1992 and has involved about 100 students.
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Unil'ersities across the countr,y grappl,

Timely events and
expanded programs
help in bringing
Western Michigan
University's diverse
community together.

Above: An over-flow

crowd attends the November 71 conference
''Aftermath of the L.A. Riots-Lessons in
Race Relations."

Above right: Observers light candles honoring Martin Luther King, Jr. 's birthday.

Above: John
A. Bradley,

B.S. '91,
shares his
culture with
youngsters in
one of the
children's
sessions of
the American
Indian Family
and Tribal Community Conference held
March 26-27.

Above right: Luis Valdez, writer and director
of La Bamba, signs autographs in between

his campus speaking appearances during
Hispanic Awareness Week, observed March
29 to April 2.

Right: Kanley

Chapel's
stained glass
windows reflect one denomination in
the spectrum
of religions
practiced on
campus.

Right: Working toward a
barrier-free environment is a
University priority.

Above: The term "college age" is becoming
more of an anachronism as America's population ages and its workers are required to
continually update their educations.

Dimensions of Diversity photography

Page 1 photos:
By SuperStock

Tracers photo:

Courtesy of the Department of Theatre.

All other photos:
By Neil Rankin and Jason Gould, '93.

Call it what you will-a melting pot, salad bowl,
patchwork quilt, mosaic, mixed bag, rainbow
coalition-ours is a diverse society. One look at
college campuses today brings the point home.
There, the gamut of genders, ages, nationalities,
races, religions, physical capabilities, and sexual
orientations comes together daily in lecture
rooms, residence halls, and office buildings.
Preventing the pot from boiling over or the
quilt from unraveling is the challenge of a
multicultural campus community like Western
Michigan University. Doing so while following
legislative guidelines and lofty academic principles simply adds to the challenge.
"To the extent that our society has created
separate cultures, it's not surprising when trying
to merge these cultures that you're going to get a
certain amount of tension and misunderstanding," says
Dr. Nancy S. Barrett, WMU provost and vice president for
academic affairs. "The academic community has historically been relatively homogeneous-white, middle-class,
male. Our challenge is to create a learning experience
that is open to all kinds of diversity.
"Our students have a multitude of cultural backgrounds and learning
styles," Barrett says. "But we can't expect them to do all the adapting. We're
constantly looking for ways to improve the learning environment to make it
accessible to all students and to sensitize faculty to these differences."
Not choosing to just pay lip service to diversity issues for the sake of
political correctness, WMU has diligently tried through its curricula,
advocate programs, student organizations, cultural events, speakers, and
other activities to create an atmosphere of enlightenment in which people
can learn to respect each others' differences. Such an atmosphere will be
increasingly important, President Diether H. Haenicke has said, given the
Popµlation Reference Bureau's projection that by the year 2080 Hispanics,
African-Americans, and Asian-Americans will comprise more than one-half
of the nation's population.
"The minority population will become the majority," Haenicke notes.
"In an effort to prepare for this future impact on our society's population
structure, many initiatives have begun, spearheaded by our
universities- mainly the public institutions. The key word is
diversity."

Recruitment, retention efforts focus on diversity

In response to the changing makeup of society, campuses are
attempting to assemble a more diverse student and faculty
body. "The goal," Haenicke says, "is to create campus populations that reflect the same percentages in the student body as
are found in the general population."
Diane M. Ariza, M.A. '85, associate director of admissions,
reports that last year WMU doubled its enrollment of minority freshmen,
while overall, minority enrollment rose from seven to eight percent. As of
October 1992, the University's 712 faculty members were 28 percent
female and 12 percent minority. Of the 33 new faculty members brought
on board since then, 36 percent are women and 30 percent are minorities.
But recruiting a wider variety of students and faculty is only part of
WMU's design for diversity. Conscientious efforts are also being made to
retain each student by providing programs that meet their legitimate
needs. Two examples of retention programs are the College of Arts and
Sciences' Self-Enhancement Services, which is open to all undergraduates
and most often assists minorities, and the Academic Skills Center's Special Services Program,
which assists students who have learning disabilities, come from low-income families, are handicapped, or represent the first generation in their
families to attend college.

Art and culture promote informal learning

WMU's theaters and auditoriums are among the most visible
areas where students can experience a rich variety of art and
culture. During 1992-1993, for example, the Department of
Theatre has staged everything from Bent, a play about the Nazi
persecution of homosexuals, to Joe Turner's Come and Gone,
The potpourri of art, culture,
and entertainment on campus
provides a rich backdrop for
experiencing America's diversity. Left (above): WIDR's callin talk show "Glad You Asked,"
aired during this year's Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Days,
serves as a forum for discussing sexual orientation issues.
Left (below): Tracers, written
by Vietnam veterans and
staged by the Department of
Theatre, explores the horrors
and futility of war.
Right: Indian students
celebrate their heritage
during India Night,
held March 20.

this season's highlight of the Minority Theatre
Program, which, under the direction of Dr. Von H. Washington, B.A. '74, M.A. '75, trains ethnic actors, directors, and
designers.
Miller Auditorium is also known for its diverse mix of
high-quality shows. Offerings during the last two years have
included performances by the American Indian Dance
Theatre, Kodo Drummers, Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theatre, Black Light Theatre of Prague, and Shanghai
Acrobats and Imperial Warriors of the Peking Opera.
The air waves are no less varied in their entertaining
and informative fare. WIDR, WMU's student-operated radio
station, broadcasts such diverse musical programming as
a full Saturday of rhythm and blues, plus ''Hip Hop
House,"" Reggae Review," "SALSA!," and "WIDR World,"
which showcases the music of Asia, Latin America, and
the Middle East. WMUK, the public radio station on
campus, offers the locally produced "Alma Latina," a
Spanish-language music and news show, "The Sound of
Latvian Music," "Jazz Scene," "Grassroots" (folk, bluegrass,
and acoustic music), and "Gaelic Salt" (Celtic music). The
station also carries numerous nationally produced music

Despite the positives, s4

In spite of Western Michigan University's commitment to
addressing the needs of its diverse campus population, the
University is far from a pluralistic Utopia. Intolerance and
insensitivity persist, just as they do in most other American
institutions.
''WMU is an extraordinarily diverse place. The University does
an excellent job of being concerned and sensitive to differences.
Yet many students are extremely uncomfortable, even hateful,"
says Missy Howse, a graduate student in biological sciences who
hails from Kalamazoo and is president of the Alliance for
Lesbian/Gay Support. "Most of our posters advertising our
Sensitivity key aspect of campus relations functions don't stay up, even with fifty staples. That's symbolic of
what we're dealing with."
From their first week on campus, students are
While some students face intolerance, others encounter
introduced to WMU's desire to develop a tolerant
and sensitive community. At orientation incoming different obstacles. The amount of campus construction, for
example, is creating major difficulties for visually impaired
freshmen discuss their own backgrounds and participate in a stereotyping
students like Elaine Mueller. Despite the University's efforts on
exercise. The exercise begins with student orientation leaders being
behalf of students with disabilities, new ventures often create
identified by a common stereotype and debunking the myths associated
new physical barriers. Mueller, a nontraditional
with these stereotypes by relating their individual circumstances. Then
they talk about what it's like being a WMU student who also happens to be graduate student from Kalamazoo majoring in
communication, says the rerouting of buses has
Asian, gay, disabled, Hispanic, or part of some other minority group.
Countless past a
confused traditional landmarks and dangerous
"educated educat
Similar programs initiated by the residence hall advisors' Cultural
(below) from left,
Awareness Committee attempt to create consciousness-raising dialogues in crevices have appeared in some familiar
and Gay-Marcen
sidewalks. "It's practically a suicide mission just
all campus living units. "The Three Question Exercise" developed by Dr.
Charles Sutton, B
to
get
to
class,"
she
says.
"Thank
goodness
I
Theresa A. Powell, vice president for student affairs, and Danny E. Sledge,
(right, below) Mi
have my guide dog, Sheba."
B.M. '74, M.A. '76, acting dean of students, encourages a non-threatening,
8.8.A. '85.
Cultural barriers also create obstacles for
frank discussion of feelings relating to racial and ethnic differences. This
minority students. To overcome them, students
small group discussion exercise received national recognition when it was
often join special interest groups where they can
presented at the fifth annual National Conference on Racial and Ethnic
Relations in June 1992 and has become a prototype for programs currently go for camaraderie and support. International
student Gay-Marcene Richards, a senior from
being implemented at a number of schools throughout the nation.
St. Andrew, Jamaica, majoring in computer
Together with the student-initiated "House of Shock" and "Racism
information systems, says while she has traveled
101,'! that and other innovative approaches to exploring diversity-related
extensively
in the United States and feels at
issues contributed to WMU's Residence Hall Association being named the
1991-92 Regional School of the Year by the Great Lakes Affiliate of College home at WMU, numerous cultural differences
and University Residence Halls. Sensitivity training for non-students takes separate her from Americans. "There are a great
number of international organizations on
place during ''Valuing Diversity" seminars for staff members and during
campus,
and we all gravitate to the ones that are
special videoconferences for faculty members that increase awareness of
pertinent to us," explains Richards, who coissues affecting minority student learning.
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e with real-world di\7ersity challenges
programs, such as "Afro Pop Worldwide" and "Thistle and
Shamrock," in addition to providing news shows such as
"Crossroads," which focuses on women's and multicultural
topics.
Art, culture, and entertainment are also frequently combined
at WMU during scores of student- and University-sponsored
special events and observances that both celebrate and share our
differences. Among them are International Night, the Native
American Pow Wow, Hispanic Heritage Month, International
Festival, Minority Student Leadership Conference, American
Indian Family and Tribal Community Conference, and Black
History Month.
·

Administrative units support diverse needs

The Division of Minority Affairs is one of many examples of how
WMU's organizational structure incorporates academic, emotional, and social supports for specific segments of its diverse
population. The division plays an advocate role in responding
to needs of ethnically diverse students, sponsors
cultural events, and brings diversity awareness
programs to the University community. In addition to
providing a friendly atmosphere where students can
go for academic advising or personal counseling, its multi-ethnic staff
, members provide a multitude
of services in areas such as
retention and pre-college
preparation.
Female students can obtain
information regarding women's issues
and events through Women's Resources
and Services. An information clearinghouse,
the office also provides educational programming and counseling dealing with sexual
harassment and assault and sponsors a
nontraditional women's student network. Recently, the office has presented
a self-defense clinic and programs on
"Exploring Career Options" and
"Confronting Sexual Harassment."
WMU has made recognition of
diversity in sexual orientation part of
its administrative structure as well.
The Office of Student Life
provides a part-time graduate
student as an advisor for the Office
of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Issues.
The advisor designs programs to

educate and sensitize the University community to issues
related to sexual orientation, using forums such as residence
hall staff sensitivity training, teleconferences, and observances related to Gay and Lesbian Awareness Days, a week of
events sponsored by the student group, Alliance for Lesbian/
Gay Support.
The Office of Handicapped Student Services assists
students with special physical abilities; provides its clients
with volunteers to help with registration, library research,
and examinations; works with the University to create a
barrier-free environment; provides a handi-van service; and
offers programs that attempt to break down attitudinal
barriers and foster greater acceptance of people with special
physical abilities.
Another area singled out for attention is WMU's growing
international population of about 1,600 students from
eighty-eight countries. These students can visit International Student Services to obtain admission, immigration,
housing, employment, and personal counseling; support for
international student organizations; and contact information about friendship families in the Kalamazoo area.
Older students receive assistance in many ways, but one
of the most important institutionalized services is the
Senior Citizens' Opportunity Program in Education, which,
under certain guidelines, allows seniors to enroll in classes
without charge on a "seat available" basis.

Curricula reflect real-world differences

With America's work force changing and employers seeking
people who can work well in a culturally mixed setting,
WMU has continued a trend toward broader academic study
that began thirty years ago when it became one of the first
U.S. institutions to require students to study the nonwestern world.
Today, curricular reforms have resulted in academic
programs emphasizing black Americana, women, and
various world regions. Moreover, individual classes addressing diversity can be found all across campus, from Ethnic
Relations in the Department of Sociology to International
Business in the Haworth College of Business. A cultural
diversity component has also been added to University 101, a
class orienting freshmen to college life.
Women and minority issues receive additional scrutiny
through research projects conducted by faculty members
and by academic units such as the Institute for Women's
Studies, which in addition to directing the Women's Studies
Program, stimulates research on race, class, gender, and
cultural stratification topics.

-by Janet Jones, B.A. '90

tudents sag problems, frustrations persist
founded the Caribbean/Latin American Club. "They've become a
haven to us. They're like a family-people we can lean on."
But membership in a special interest group doesn't preclude
involvement in other aspects of University life. When people
close themselves off, one current student contends that they
miss out on an important part of their education.
Dan Stockman, a senior advertising major from Muskegon,
says college is the closest a lot of people will ever get to encountering a great mix of backgrounds and orientations. "But many
people don't take advantage of the diversity and just make friends
within their own clique," Stockman says. "This leads to a vicious
circle of misunderstanding, breeding discomfort, fear, and a
reluctance to get to know others who are different."
Native American John A. Bradley, B.S. '91, assistant director
of admissions and orientation, encourages students to think in
terms of their cultural education while taking classes. "Maybe it's
my pride in where I went to school, but I think WMU is special in
the kind of incentives and opportunities it offers. It offers
present students have
rs" about diversity, including
an Stockman, Elaine Mueller,
Richards; (right) from left,
. '69, and Jamon Jordan; and
sy Howse and Judge Plummer,

something for everyone. I wish everyone could see the great
potential for learning and growth I see at this University."
Both administrators and students play a role in such
learning, says Danny Sledge, B.M. '74, M.A. '76, acting dean
of students.
"The University values diversity and has made a concerted effort to provide its diverse student population with
interactive and educational experiences and programs which
may challenge their preconceived notions," Sledge says.
'We're doing what we can, but the bottom line is that it's the
student's responsibility and obligation to take advantage of
those opportunities and help us create an environment
where real dialogue and positive exposure to diversity can
take place."
Some past and current students have taken that task
seriously, helping to reform the curriculum, establish
support services for minorities, and develop educational
programs for the University community. In fact, some of
these activists argue that without student prodding, WMU
wouldn't be as attentive to diversity issues as it is.
"Sure, diversity is far better than it was before," says
Jamon Jordan, a junior from Detroit majoring in communication and sociology, "but far too much credit is going to
the administration. It wasn't necessarily their goodwill that
expanded diversity at the University; it was the involvement
and struggle of the students. Today we have a Black Americana Studies Program because students in the '60s came
together after Dr. (Martin Luther) King's assassination, took
over the student center, and said business wouldn't go on as
usual until their demands were met. ... Students educated
educators."
Charles Sutton, B.A. '69, wholeheartedly agrees. As cofounder of the Black Action Movement on WMU's campus,
Sutton and BAM were instrumental in making major
changes in the University's approach to African-American
students. "The University wanted to go at its own speed, but
that was too slow for us," says Sutton, who now works in
Evanston, Illinois, as a builder and artisan.
(Continued on page 8)

Kenneth Durgans, left, and Earl M. Washington.

Prototype institute seeks
better race, ethnic relations

Issues about racism and ethnocentrism are getting a second
look these days, from the national to the university level.
Many educators and political leaders perceive a critical
need in America to reduce ignorance and insensitivity about
these issues, as well as to raise awareness that these issues
exist. To this end, Western Michigan University established a
prototype institute in 1989 at the initiation of President
Diether H. Haenicke. The Institute for the Study of Race and
Ethnic Relations seeks to understand some of the most
insidious problems dividing our nation and to develop
constructive solutions.
"Some of the 'isms' that have become monsters in our
society-racism, sexism, ethnocentrism-aren't flagrant, "
observes Dr. Earl M. Washington, B.A. '63, M.A. '68, Ed.D.
'75, director of the institute and assistant dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences. "Most people involved in 'isms' do
subtle things; they commit sins of omission or reflect
attitudes or values they may not even know they have. Part
of the healing and growth process is to examine and put
these subtleties into perspective so they can be more fully
understood."
The institute develops educational programs, conducts
research, and works with individuals and organizations to
solve specific racial and ethnic problems. Among its most
ambitious current projects is helping Olivet College deal
with racial tensions that erupted a year ago and caused
nearly half of its African-American student population to
leave campus. Although more than twenty bidders vied for
the job, Olivet awarded WMU the contract to develop a
comprehensive program addressing race relations on
campus.
'WMU's institute appealed to us," explains Dr. Kenneth
Durgans, Ed.D. '92, Olivet's interim vice president and dean
of student affairs. "In addition to a strong faculty component, they have an instrument of assessment available to
them."
The four-part program the institute has designed for
Olivet College includes a survey on racial attitudes, to be
conducted by the WMU Kercher Center for Social Research,
and workshops exploring the historical significance of
racism, conflict resolution, and multiculturalism. Durgans
says the first workshop, headed by history professor Dr.
Lewis H. Carlson, was well received and helped set the
foundation and tone for the new infrastructure now being
laid at Olivet.
In addition to Carlson, WMU faculty members on the
program team are: Dr. Shirley A. Van Hoeven, professor of
communication; Dr. Donald L. Fixico, professor of history;
Dr. Ronald C. Kramer, professor of sociology; and Dr.
Thomas L. Van Valey, professor of sociology and head of the
Kercher center.
Another recent feather in the institute's cap was the
November 11 conference on race relations, co-sponsored
with the Kalamazoo Gazette. The conference featured
journalists Jonathan Tilove, a specialist in reporting race
relations, and Lynette Khalfani, who covered the Los
Angeles riots for the Associated Press. The response to
"Aftermath of the L.A. Riots-Lessons in Racism" was so
great that 100 people had to be turned away when the
audience reached its capacity of 400 participants.
Other institute projects for this year include: a contract
with the city of Kalamazoo's Department of Human Resources and Personnel to conduct sensitivity awareness
sessions in cultural diversity; bringing to WMU's campus a
variety of speakers, including Thomas Flemming, the first
male African-American National Teacher of the Year;
developing WMU residence hall programs that encourage
dialogue through the use of panels and films; and sponsoring sessions of an experimental, participatory simulation of
society's class and cultural differences. In addition, the
institute is on call when pressing incidents such as the Los
Angeles riots necessitate an urgent, reactive response.
"There is always a tendency to believe these issues are
someone else's problem; the fact is everyone must come
together to be part of the common solution," Washington
says. "It's a good feeling to know we're now addressing
ourselves to the objectives and concerns for which we were
created and that we're being perceived as an institute which
will deliver. We're just beginning here."

-by Janet Jones, B.A. '90

umnote
1910-1959
Elsie Kohlenstein Watson, BS '40,
on Sept. 1, 1992, was awarded acertificate as a Nationally Registered
Music Educator by the Music Educators National Conference. Watson
has completed 52 years of elementary school music teaching, Ferndale
Public Schools, Ferndale, ML
• Samuel Simmons, BA '49, in October received th e 1992 Distinguished Service inAgingAward from
the American Association of Homes
for the Aging. Simmons is president
and CEO of the National Caucus and
Center on Black Aged, Inc., Washington, D.C.
Kenneth R. Beardslee, BS '50,
in June 1992 retired as vice president for business affairs, Sprin g
Arbor College, Spring Arbor, Ml.
Cordier was elected to the Jackson
County Board of Commissioners in
November 1992 and resides in Spring
Arbor, ML
• Harry Contos, Jr., B.A. '50, on
Feb. 15, 1993,joined the Kalamazoo,
MI, office of the law firm of Miller,
Johnson , Nell & Cummiskey to
continue his practice in the area of
family law. Contos is a past president
of the WMU Alumni Association
and a director emeritus of the
WMU Foundation.
• Matt Heinen, BS '52, retired in
June 92 after serving 40 years as an
educator-coach. Heinen had been
with Breckenridge High School since
1971 and was named to the Michigan Basketball Hall of Fame in 1987
and the Michigan Basketball Coaches
Association Hall of Fame in 1989.
Barbara Mitchell Tull, MA '55,
recently edited a collection of
letters depicting the observations of
a 19th-century woman who spent
more than 20 years traveling with
her Presbyterian missionary husband and children. The book,
Affectionately, Rachel, was published
by the Kent State University Press,
December 1991.
Virgi nia Handy, BA '56, has
won first place in the Juried Fiber
Arts Competition in the 1992
Kalamazoo Fiberfest with her lineen
curtain made of homegrown flax.
Handy grew the flax on her farm in
Sodus, Ml.
• Frank M. Friedman, BA '57, MA
'59, on Nov. 23, 1992, was recognized
for his contribuitions by the Board
of Trustees of Mott Community College when a room was named The
Frank Friedman Language Library.
Friedman has been a faculty member for 29 years in the School of Arts
and Humanities, Mott Community
College, Flint, MI.
Jean P. Carl, BS '59, on June 25,
1992, was elected president,
Genesee County Bar Association,
Flushing, ML Carl is currently the
managing attorney, UAW-GM Legal
Services Plan.

1960-1965
Fran Mellinger, BS '60, on April
24, 1992, was inducted into the
Upper Peninsula Sports Hall of
Fame. Mellinger was the Menominee
track coach from 1967-1981,
Menominee, Ml.
L. Frank McCoy, BS '63, in September 1992 was named interim
provost/vice-president of academic
affairs, University of Montevallo,
Montevallo, AL.
James L. Cunningham, BS '64,
is a senior partner in the law
firm of Cunningham & Lansden ,
Oxnard, CA.
• William Pickard, BS '64, in January was appointed to a two-year term
on the U.S. Advisory Committee for
Trade Policy and Negotiations.
Pickard is president of Regal Plastics, Inc., Roseville, MI, and owner of
four McDonald's franchises in
Detroit, Ml.
David Gemant, BA '65, was recently appointed by Governor Barbara Roberts as district court judge,
Multnomaha County, Portland, OR.
Stuart Post, MA '65, in September 1992joined the Hope College staff
as an assistant di rector of admissions,
Holland, ML

Albert Christian Schauer, BBA
'65, was recently named to the board
of directors, Durametallic Corp.,
Kalamazoo, MI.
Marvin Valade, MA '65, in August
1992 was appointed pastor of
Croswell Wesleyan Church, Port
Huron, MI.

1966-1967
• Hon. Richard Ryan Lamb, BA '66,
on Aug. 21 , 1992, was elected president, Michigan Judges Association.
Lamb's term of office is from Jan. 1,
1993, to Jan. 12, 1993. Lamb wrote
"When
Courts
Videotape
Proceedings," published in the September 1992 issue of Trial magazine,
and "The Need for Focused Legislation Addressing Domestic Violence,"
published in the Michigan Family
Law Journal.
D. James McDowell, BSE '66, effective December 1 was named vice
president and chief operating officer
of the Automobile Club of Michigan.
Sharon Treder, BS '66, was recently named Teacher of the Year by
the Downriver Career Technical Consortium. Treder currently teaches
business courses at Huron High
School, Huron, MI.
• Jan A. Langley VanSteenis, BS
'66, in August 1992 was hired as assistant principal, Plainwell Middle
School, Plainwell, MI.
Jay Flowers, MA '67, in August
1992 was named principal, Poupard
Elementary School, Grosse Pointe
Farms, MI.
Thomas Owczarski, BS '67, MA
'71, in August 1992 was appointed
head of Comstock Park's North Kent
Alternative High School, Comstock
Park, ML
Nathan Rice, MA '67, in September 1992 was hired as a special education teacher, Petoskey Middle
School, Petoskey, MI.

1968-1969
Pearl Dungey, BS '68, was recently hired as assistant vice president, cashier, administrative services
manager, FMB-Commercial Bank,
Greenvill e, Ml.
Gary Elsner, BA '68, is the author,
of Nietzshe: A Philosophical Biography, published in August 1992 by
University Press of America.
• James McNulty, BS '68, on Dec.
1, 1992, was elected to the office of
executive vice president, human resources and administration, Thiokol
Corp., Ogden, UT.
Michael Comiskey, BS '69, has
been named president of Knoll
North America, a subsidiary of
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Comiskey will be based in East
Greenvi lle, PA.
I Carlton Fry, BS '69, in September 1992 was named director of human resources, Hayes Green Beach
Hospital, Charlotte, Ml.
Karla Gray, BA '69, MA '72, in November 1992waselectedto theMontana Supreme Court. Gray, appointed
to the Court in 1991, won the election by the largest margin in any
statewide contested race-73 percent to 27 percent-making her the
first women elected to the Supreme
Court in Montana.
• William H. Higley, BS '69,
MA '70, was recently elected to the
board of directors, The Stephenson
National Bank & Trust. Higley is the
co-owner of Interstate Valweld and
is the vice president of National
Welding Association and is a member of the Menominee Ambassadors,
Marinette, Ml.
Joseph William Moch, BBA '69,
has recently published Winning Specialty Vehicle Cases with Teresa M.
Hendricks. Moch is currently in private practice, Grand Rapids, ML
Linda Martin Muinch, BS '69, in
August 1992 was hired as the fourth
grade teacher, St. Paul's Lutheran
School, Concordia, MO.
Michael Puffer, MA '69, in August
1992 was hired as district library director, Iosco-Arenac District Library,
Oscoda, MI.

1970-1971
Gene R. Frohriep, BS '70, on
Aug. 1, 1992, was appointed director
of employee relations for Kirsch, a
division of Cooper Industries.
Frohriep resides in Centreville, MI.
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Reunion Reminders
Class of 1943

Fiftieth Anniversary Reunion, June 11 and 12

Class of 1948

Forty-fifth Anniversary Reunion, June 11and12

Class of 1953

Fortieth Anniversary Reunion, June 11and12

Class of 1968

Twenty-fifth Anniversary Reunion, October 9

Wartime Reunion

Celebrating fifty years of the V-12, V-5, and V-7
trainee programs, September 24, 25, and 26

Dolores Barr Howe, BA '70,
MA '88, in August 1992 was hired as
principal, Onaway Elementary
Schools, Onaway, ML
JoySchliewe Johnson, BS '70, was
recently hired to teach fourth grade,
Edgewood School, Fruitport, ML
Judge Pete D. O'Connell, BBA'70,
has been elected president of the
Michigan District Court Judges Association for 1993. He is the district
court judge for Michigan's 76th district in Isabella County.
Roy S. Roberts, BBA '70, in October 1992was promoted to vice presi dent and named general manager,
GMC Truck Division, Pontiac, MI.
Sandra Brown Yee, BA '70, MSL
'73, was recently elected president of
the Michigan Library Association for
a term beginning July 1, 1993. Yee is
department head of the University
Li brary, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, ML
Ronald Archer, BBS '71 , MA '84,
was recently hired as assistant superintendent for business, Sparta
Schools, Sparta, Ml.
James Avery, BS '71, MA '75, in
August 1992 was appointed as superintendent, New Haven Community
School District, Royal Oak, MI.
Kathleen Boyle, BS '71, MA '84,
in August 1992 was named principal, Edwardsburg Elementary
School, Edwardsburg, MI.
Connie George-VanBelois, BS '71,
in September 1992 was hired as assistant principal, Jen ison High
School, Jenison, MI.
SteveMcNitt, BS '71, was recently
appointed principal, Roscommon
Middle School, Roscommon, Ml.
Rev. Gerald F. Micketti, BS '71,
in September 1992 was appointed
pastor of St. Patrick parish, Traverse
City, ML
• LindaDunworthTodd, BS '71,MA
'75, on Nov. 1, 1992, assumed the
office of treasurer for the elementary, secondary, adult education section of the American Home Economics Association, Alexandra, VA.

1972-1973
Greg Anderson, BBA '72, in September 1992 was promoted to vice
president, manager of computer
operations, D'Arcy Masius Benton &
Bowles, Clarkston, ML
Mary Hurlbut Cordier, Sp.Ed. '72,
is the author of Schoo/women ofthe
Prairies and Plains: Personal Narratives from Iowa, Nebraska, and
Kansas, 1860s-1920s, Un iversity of
New Mexico, 1992. Cordier is a WMU
associate professor emerita, education and professional development.
Loyd H. Dean, BS '72, MA '78, in
August 1992 was named president,
EHS Home Health Care Service, Inc.,
aunitofEvangelical Health Systems,
Oak Brook, IL.
Doug E. Klemm, BS '72, MA '77,
was recently promoted as vice president, administrative services, Grand
Rapids College of Art & Design,
Grand Rapids, Ml.
Joseph Nowak, BSE '72 , MBA '76,
in November 1992 was appointed
executive vice president, trim operation, Huron St. Clair, a subsidiary of
Masco Industries, Dearborn , MT.
Tom Paniucki, BA '72, MA '76, in
August 1992 was hired as principal,
Hile School, Mona Shores School
District, Muskegon, Ml.
M. June Smith, BS '72, in January was appointed executive vice
president, International Arabian
Horse Association, Denver, CO.

Karen Bellcos Zoka, BS '72, in
August 1992 was named principal,
Maire Elementary School, Grosse
Pointe Farms, MI.
Wallace Dutkowski, BA '73, MPA
'86, in October 1992 was hired as
director, Office for Child Support,
Lansing, ML
Janice Leippranot Hall, BS '73,
was recently selected as the National
Teacher of the Year.
Gregory Pratt, MA '73, in August
1992 was hired as principal, RiversideMiddle Shoo I, Crestwood School
District, Dearborn Heights, MI.
• Steve M. Project, BBA '73, MBA
'81, in June 1992 was named senior
promotion manager of health and
fitness, Amway Corp. , Ada, ML
Linda K. Rodgers, BS '73, was recent ly hired as a registered occupational therapist, Michigan Home
Health Care, Ludington, Ml.

1974-1975
Mike Carpenter, BS '74, MA '89,
in November 1992 was hired as regional vocational education consultant, Muskegon (MI) Intermediate
School District.
Timothy J. Clifton, BS '74,
MPA '77, in September 1992 accepted
the position as city manager,
Woodstock, IL.
Alvin S. Hanley, BS '74, in 1990
started his own business, Labor
World, Grand Rapids , Ml. Hanley
recently addressed the Grand Rapids
Area Chamber of Commerce as a part
of Minority Business Month in
October 1992.
Ruth Routson Hodge, BS '74, was
hired to teach Life and Personal
Management, Portage Central
Middle School , Portage, MI.
Mark Mulder, BA '75, MA '82, was
selected as principal, Northeaster
Elementary School, Hastings, ML
I
Bill Rousos, BA'74, was recently
names sales representative, Superior
Colour Graphics, Kalamazoo, Ml.
Vella Rimmer Caruso, BS '75, MA
'88, in August 1992 was hired as the
kindergarten teacher, Edgewood
School, Fruitport, MI.
Darrell A. Lindman, BA '75, in
January was elected to the Board of
Directors and to the office of Treasurer for the law fi rm of Fraser,
Trebilcock, Davis & Foster, P.C.,
Lansing, MI.
• Carol M. Orris, BS '75, has recently received the W. E. Upjohn
Award from The Upjohn Co. Orris is
a senior research chemist for the Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, MT.
Thomas M. Schraw, BS '75 , recently established a general practice
law firm in Boyne City, MI.
Karla Spaulding, BA '75, recently
joined the U.S. Government office as
Chief of the Fraud and Economic
Crimes Section, Houston, TX.

1976-1977
• Neal Belitsky, MA '76, is a facilities manager for Eastern Michigan
University, Hous ing & Dining Services, Ypsilanti, MI.
Mike James, BS '76, in October
1992 was hired as a physician's assistant, Jabara Health Center,
Mancelona, Ml.
Jeffrey W. Lenz, BBA '76, in December 1992 was hired as senior
manager, BDO Seidman's Nati onal
SEC Office, Washington, D.C.
Cary K. Phillips, BS '76, in September 1992 was appointed instructor-supervisor of Maple Valley Community Education Learning Center,
Nashville, MI.

Lon Schneider, BS '76, MA '82, in
August 1992 was hired as principal,
Clinton Elementary School,
Clinton, MI.
Britton Theurer, BM '76, on Oct.
12, 1992, was fealured in a campus
recital, East Carolin a University
School of Music, Greenville, NC.
Susan Krug Friedman, MA '77,
recently published a book entitled
Notable Projects from Public Utilities: Innovations and Progressive
Programs in Services, Marketing,
and Resources/Operations from
U.S. Electric (and Gas) Utilities.
Friedman is a business economist in
Bloomington, IN.
Ann Jennings, BA '77, BS '79, MA
'80, recently joined the faculty as an
associate professor, regional analysis, University of Wisconsin, Green
Bay, WI .
Thomas B. North, BBA '77, in October 1992 was appointed probate
court judge for Michigan's Luce and
Mackinac counties.
Cindy Nuyen Posthumus, BBA
'77, MBA '81, in September 1992 was
named executive director of finance
and operations, Grand Haven Area
Public Schools, Grand Haven, MI.
Rev. Harold Teuscher, MA '77, as
of Oct. 18, 1992, accepted the pastorate of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, Sun Lakes, Arizona.
James G. Thompson, BBA '77, in
August 1992 was the winner of the
1992 John I. Nas lund Memoria l
Award. Thompson isamemberofthe
Lax deparlment Plante & Moran,
Kalamazoo, MI.
Donald Walker, BS '77, MA '78, in
September 1992 was appointed for a
three-year term to the Advisory
Board of Walsh College, North Canton, OH. Walker is manager of employee relations at The Timken Co.,
Canton, OH.
Raymond H. Wilson, BA '77, in
November 1992 was elected to the
Kalamazoo County Board of Commissioners. Wilson is a service bureau manager, SuperiorTypesetting
Service, Kalamazoo, Ml.

Thomas M. Marantette, Jr., BBA
'79, in November 1992 was hired as
corporate controller, Carin Communications, Inc., Detroit, ML
John Saunders, '76, in August
1992 was named anchor fo r ABC's
college football coverage. He will also
continue to cover coll ege basketball
for both ABC and ESPN.
Gregory P. Mindock, BSM '79, was
presented with the Humanilarian
Physi cian Assistant of the Year award
at the fa ll conference of the Michigan Academy ofPhysicianAssistants,
Traverse City, ML
Ronald Rizzo, BM '79, MA '90 , in
September 1992 was named assistant principal, Hastings Middle
School, Hastings, ML
Ric Wiltse, MSL '79, in September 1992 was hired as th e media
specialist and technology director,
East Grand Rapids School, Grand
Rapids, Ml.

1980-1981
Paul P. Kuhn, BBA '80, MPA '88,
in November 1992 was named administrative director, quality improvement and management service
department, Mercy Memorial Hospital, Monroe, MI.
Denis J. Sullivan, BBA '80, MA
'81, in December 1992 had a book,
Press Privatization and Liberalization in theMiddleEast, published by
Indiana University. Sullivan, an assistant professor of political science
at Northeastern University, edited
the book.
• Mark Weishaar, BBA '80, was recently named Partner of the Year at
the annual partners meeting, BDO
Seidman, Scottsdale, AZ, Weishaar
is currently the managing partner,
BDO Seidman, Kalamazoo, MI.
Carol A. McCririe, BBA '81, recenUy op ened an independ ent
public accounting practice, Carol
A. McCririe, CP , P.C. , Bingham
Farms, ML
David C. Tomko, BBA '81, MBA
'87, in January was promoted to vice
president, corporate banking,
Comerica Bank, Grand Rapids, Ml.
Robin Gench Turley, BBA '81, was
recently appoi nted unit manager,
Philip Morris USA, Grand Rap ids, MI.

1982-1983

Raymond H. Wilson

1978-1979
Craig Brueck, BS '78, before the
1991-92 school year was hired as head
men's basketball coach, Centrevi lle
High School, Centrevill e, MI.
Hamilton Calvert, MA '78, in September 1992 was hired as the talent
search counselor, Southwestern
Michigan College, Dowagiac, Ml.
~ Nancy Lenz, BBA '78, was recently
appointed community reinvestment
officer, Michigan National Bank, for
the Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,
Marshall, and Michiana areas.
Robert N. Miller, BBA '78, in November 1992 was named group marketing manager; Specialty Intermediates, Fluids, and Solvents; Chemicals and Performance Products; Dow
USA, Midland, Ml.
William E. Yeo, BBA '78, CPA, has
joined the American Association of
Nurse Anesthetists as director of finance. Yeo resides in Arlington
Heights, IL.
•Barbara S. Chichon, BS '79, is a
research manager, Recycled Paperboard Technical Association ,
Kalamazoo, MI.
Carol Bishop Flaherty, MA '79 , in
January was named adjunct instructor, Jacksonville State Universily of
Alabama, Jacksonville, AL.
Judy Taylor Hanson, BA '79, in
September 1992 was hired as the
fifth-grade teacher, DeWitt Public
Schools, DeWitt, Ml.
Susan A. Lackey, MPA '79 , recentl y earned the designation of
Certified Economic Developer
awarded by the American Economic
Development Council. Lackey is the
senior vice president for eco nomic
deve lopment, Cornerstone Alliance,
Benton Harbor, MI.

Jan E. Bowers, BS '82, MA '90, on
Oct. 3, 1992, was inducted into the
hall of fame for athletes, Olivet College, Olivet, ML Bowers currently
teaches first grade in Hastings, ML
• Timothy L. Clarey, BS '82, is
pursuing a doctoral degree in
hydrogeo logy at WMU. Clarey
was previously a geo logist with
Chevron USA.
Daniel J. Friedrich, MBA '82, was
recently promoted to regional sales
manager-southern region of Heinz
USA's sales division, Pittsburgh, PA.
Jeff Hollobaugh, BA '82, MA '84,
in October 1992 was named managing editor, Track & Field News,
Mountain View, CA.
MarkMacLellan, MBA '82, was recently named assistant vice president, commercial loan department,
First of America Bank-Michigan,
N.A., Kalamazoo, MI.
Dianne Anderson McGuire ,
BS '82, was recently hired as a primary nurse, Hospice of Jackson,
Jackson, MI
Andrea Morgan-Brannum , BS
'82, in September 1992 was hired as
a social worker for Central High
School, Collins Elementary, and Pine
Ridge for Michigan 's Forest Hills
School District.
Gary Patrosso , B.S. '82, was
recently named purchasing
agent for SascoNalley Electric,
Mountain Vi ew, CA. Patrosso is a
former staff writer for WMU's the
Western Herald.
Jo Hilthon Schoonover, BS '82,
in September 1992 began teaching
freshman preparatory courses, freshman social studies, and sophomore
writing, Waterford School District,
Waterford, MI.
James Wibby, MBA '82, was recently named sales and service manager, First of America Bank-Northern Michigan, Traverse City, ML
Rina Battani, MSW '83, in October 1992 was named supervisor of
home-community intervention services, Family & Children Services,
Kalamazoo, ML
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• Stephen O'Donnell, BBA '83,
was recently promoted to vice president of marketing, Unc Corp., a
branch of Umbach.
• Melanie C. Odom, BBA '83, in
November 1992 was promoted to
vice president-investment banking,
Michigan National Bank, Farmington Hills, MI.

M elanie C. Odom

Lance Omer, BBA '83, received the
1993 Rea ltor of th e Year Award
by th e Shiawassee County Board
of Realtors. Omer resides in
Owosso, MI.
Barbara Hafer Raak, BS '83, in
September 1992 was hired as the
sixth grade teacher, Fennville Middle
Schools, MI.
Laine Reisch, BS '83, is a
sales manager, Ramada I lotel, Kalamazoo, MI.
• Robert M. Tacy, BBA '83, in June
1992 received his MBA from the
University of Colorado. He is currently the manager of Market Planning, U.S. West, Denver, CO.

1984-1985
• Randy B. Brown, BBA '84, in December 1992 was named vice president, central division, ESPN, Inc.
Brown will continue to be based in
Chicago, IL.
• Annette Zuehlke Lake, BS '84, in
ugu t 1992 was hired to teach special education at Marshall High
School, Marshall, MI.
• Douglas S. Nagy, BS '84, in January was appointed acting administrator, Holly Nursing Care Center,
Holly, CO.
Michael Ryan, EdD '84, was recently hired as superintendent,
Hudson Schools, Hudson, MI.
Curtis Warren, MA '84, in October 1992 was named supervisor,
Families First/Team2, Family &
Children Services, Kalamazoo, MI.

David E. Bowman, BBA '85, successfully completed an examination
on accounting and is now a certified
management accountant. Bowman
is a financial reporting manager,
Inverness Castings Group, Inc.,
Bangor, MI.
Tracie Davis, BS '85, in January
was appointed advertising assistant,
Martin's Super Markets, South
Bend, IN.
Marsha Gray, BBA '85, in December 1992 was named executive vice
president, Michigan Floral Association, Okemos, Ml.
Lt. j.g. Thomas G. Seidenwand,
BS '85, was recently promoted to his
present rank and reported for duty
with Fleet Logistics Support Squadron-30, Naval Air Station North Island, San Diego, CA.
Jeff Terrell, BBA '85, was recently
named assistant vice president and
trust officer, Inner-City Bank,
Benton Harbor, MI.

1 986-1987
William Carter, MBA '86, in November 1993 was named the 1993
Executive of the Year by the Kalamazoo Chapter of the Professional Secretaries International. Carter is a
manager, product automation ,
Eaton Corp.'s Truck Components
Operations-NorthAmerica, Kalamazoo, MI.
Jeffrey F. Cunningham, BBA '86,
recently joined the auditdepartment,
BDO Seidman, Traverse City, Ml.
Beth Knight List, MA '86, in November 1992, was hired as a therapist, Kalamazoo Consultation Center, Kalamazoo, MI.
Roland Prevost, BA '86, has been
named client services manager for
Nancy Skinner & Associates, a division ofBiggs/Gilmore Communications, Grand Rapids, MI.
Jacqueline S. Couch Redmond,
BA '86, in November 1992was named
activity coordinator, Coover Center,
Kalamazoo, MI.

Jacqueline S. Redmond
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• John C. Schlinker, BA '86, recently joined the law office ofKalniz,
Iorio & Felstein, Grand Rapids, MI.
l JackA. Schneider, BBA '86, in November 1992 was appointed assistant
vice president in corporate banking,
Old Kent Bank and Trust Co., Lansing, Ml.
Holly Hoekstra, MBA '87, on Dec.
9, 1992, wasappointedmanager-buyoutplanning,AmwayCorp.,Ada,MI.
Hoekstra resides in Rockford, MI.
• Rhonda A. Seifke Kribs, BBA '87,
in December 1992 was promoted to
associate, Plante&Moran, East Lansing, MI.
Kevin Langs, BS '87, in August
1992 was hired as varsity football
coach and government, history, and
physical education instructor, St.
Philip High School, Battle Creek, MI.
Phillip Moerdyk, MA '87, in September 1992 was hired as principal,
Fairview Elementary School, Oscoda
County, Ml.
Jackie Grabbert Shimp, MA '87,
in October 1992was hired as interim
men's athletic director, Olivet College, Olivet, MI.

1988-1989
Phil Johnson, MSW '88, in October 1992 was named supervisor of
Families First/Team, Family & Children Services, Kalamazoo, ML
Lauri Morrison-Frichtl, MA '88,
in October 1992 was named di rector
of Parkland College 's Child Development Center. Morrison-Frichtl resides in Paxton, IL.
Ruth Hoekstra Newhouse, MSW
'88, in October 1992 was named respite services supervisor, Family &
Children Services, Kalamazoo, MI.
Gregory Robinson, MPA '88, on
Oct. 5, 1992, began a new position
as assistant city manager of
Holland, MI.
Roy A. Thelen, BS '88, in
November 1992 was elected president of the Michigan Society of Radiologic Technologists.
Richard E. Vollbach, Jr., BS '88,
in July 1992 joined the law firm of
Rogers & Polidori, Farmington
Hills, Ml.
Patricia Smith Baer,MSW'89, in
October 1992 joined the staff as minister of small groups and counseling, Congregational Care Department, Christ Memorial Church,
Holland, MI.
Cheryl Barea, MA '89, was hired
Sept.15, 1992, as a special education
teacher for Centreville Schools, MI.

Western Michigan University

JanetBohac,MFA '89, hashadher
first book of fiction, Evidence of the
Outer World, published by Paradigm
Publishing, Inc. Bohac teaches at
Austin Peay State University and is a
judge for the National Society of Arts
and Letters' Career Award. Bohac
resides in Nashville, TN.
Rev. B. L. Chandler, MA '89, in
November 1992 beganservingas pastor, New Jerusalem Baptist Church,
Three Rivers, MI. Chandler resides
in Kalamazoo, Ml.
Thomas J. Horwath, BBA '89, in
October 1992 was appointed staff
accountant, Yeo & Yeo, P.C .,
Saginaw, MI.

Thomas J. Horwath

Anna Falls Kneller, BS '89, MA
'83, manages employment relations,
Tetra Pak Materials , Inc., Fort
Wayne, IN.
Valerie Long, BS '89, was recently
hired as a processing supervisor,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. at its international nutritional headquarters, Evansville, IN.
• Todd J. Regis, BBA '89, is currently employed with United Food &
Commercial Workers, Local , 951, a
Grand Rapids based union. Regis is a
member of the Greater Kalamazoo
Chapter of the WMU Alumni Association, is involved with the Alpha
Kappa Psi Foundation, and is active
with Boy Scouts of America and
the AFL/CIO . Regis resides in
Kalamazoo, MI.
•Deborah Nelson Snow, MA '89,
on Nov. 6, 1992, was honored as
Teacher of the Year by the Michigan
Center for Law-Related Education.
Snow teaches American Government
at East Kentwood High School,
Grand Rapids, MI.
Martin Toland, BS '89, in September 1992 joined the staff of public
safety officers in Farmington, MI.
Genevieve Troyer, MA '89, was recently selected as district superintendent, Oscoda County (MI)
School District.

Holly Blanchard Willsea, BS '89,
on August 18, 1992, left for Manchester, England, for a nine-month
mission project with Gospel Missionary Union.

1990-1991
Tamara L. Dawson, BS '90, was
promoted to the rankoffirst lieutenant, U.S. Army. Kirklin previously
resided in Hastings, MI.
RobertJames, BS '90 , in September 1992 was appointed head football coach, Centreville High School,
Centreville, MI.
Anne C. Newton Kirklin, BA '90,
in September 1992 was hi red to teach
English l, II, and III, Colon High
School, Colon, MI.
J. Sue Memovage, MSW '90, in
April 1992was promoted to the State
Hearing Review Team, Department
of Social Services, Lansing, MI.
Kevin Schooley, BS '90, in September 1992 was hired for a special
education position, H. T. Smith elementary, Fowlerville, MI.
Joseph Van Oosterhout, BS '90,
on Sept. 13, 1992, was named post
commander, Iron Mountain Michigan State Police, Iron Mountain, MI.
Jill A. Westenfeld, BS '90, has recently joined the buying department,
K-Marl Corp.
• Cynthia Berthold, BA '91, in September 1992washiredasan elementary teach er, Colon Elementary
School, Colon, MI.
• Michael Cullip, BS '91, in September 1992 joined the staff of Pellston
Public Schools as a teacher for
seventh grade science, physical science, and chemistry. He also will be
the sophomore class advisor ,
Pellston, ML
Rochelle Smetka Cullip, BS '91 ,
in September 1992 was hi red to teach
high school mathematics, Harbor
Springs, MI.
Amy S. Ennis, BSW '91, in October 1992 accepted a position with St.
Jo hn's Hospital, Detroit, MI.
• Lauri Hughes, BS '91, in August
1992 was hired as the physical science teacher, Mona Shores High
School, Muskegon, ML
Rebecca Hughes, BS '91, in September 1992 was hired as the fifth
grade teacher, Colon Elementary
School, Colon, MI.
• Patti Lundberg, BS '91, in October 1992 was hired as a magnetic
resonance imaging specialist, General Electric Medical Systems,
Ludington, MI.
Lori McCann, BS '91, September
1992washired as physical education
teacher, Owosso Junior High,
Owosso, MI.

EricMapyans, BS '91, in November
1992 became an agent, Farm Bureau
Insurance, Kalamazoo, MI.
Greg Mickelson, BS '91 , was recently hired as a teacher in the Flint
(MI) School District.
David Rothstein, BM '91, in August
1992 joined the Glenn Miller Orchestra. The band travels to Japan, Europe,
South Am erica, and oth er places
around the world 49 weeks of the year.
Susan Schiller, BS '91, in September 1992 was hired as the first grade
teacher, Campbell elementary,
Muskegon, MI.
• Molly Scott, BA '91, in September
1992 was hired as a teacher for the alternative education program, Gladwin
Community Schools, Gladwin, MI.

1992- 1993
• Kenneth B. Durgans, EdD '92, in
August 1992 was named director,
Multicultural Services, Olivet College,
Olivet, MI.
Thomas R. Johnson, MA '92, was
recently appointed to serve on the
Governor's Council on Physical Fitness, Health, and Sports during 199293 by Michigan Gov. John Engler.
• Michelle A. Meyer, MA '92, in August, 1992, was hired as a speech language pathologist, Butterworth Shared
Services, Kent Community Hospital,
Grand Rapids, MI.
• Victor Perez, BA '92, in September
1992 was hired for the migrant/bilingual program , Fennville Public
Schools, Fennville, MI.
• Jo A. Pulley, BBA '92 , is a sales
representative, Russell Stover, Lansing, MI.
• Patrick Smith, MA '92, was hi red as
high school principal effective September 28, 1992, in the Climax-Scotts
School District, Climax, MI.
• Lisa Sperry, BA '92, in August
1992 was hired as the special education teacher, Edgewood School ,
Fruitport, MI.
• Latanya Washington, BS '92, in
August 1992 wash ired to teach special
education at the junior high, ReethsPuffer School District, Muskegon, MI.
• Leslee Wohlscheid, BBA '92, in August 1992 accepted a position as a program analyst, Zen ith Data Systems, St.
Joseph, MI.

Deaths
Edward M. Jacomo, associate professor of art, Feb. 22, 1993, in Ann
Arbor, MI.
Jean M. Lawrence, associate professor emeritus in biology, Sept. 21,
1992, in Williamsburg, ML
Charle s E. Meyer, professor
emeritus in art, Dec. 18, 1992, in
Kalamazoo, MI. Meyer, a former art
department chairperson, helped establish the Design Center as well as
bachelor of fine arts and master of
fine arts degrees in art.
John E. Nangle, associate professor emeritus in psychology, Sept.
1, 1992, in Kalamazoo, Ml. Served as
assistant director of the Office of
Institutional Research, on the collective bargaining team and the
Governor's Commission on the Future of Higher Education.
George B. Seafort, assistant professor emeritus in the Counseling
Center, died Feb. 2, 1993, in Holland,
MI. Seafort served as advisor to religious activities at WMU.
George K. Stegman, professor
emeritus in engineering technology,
Feb. 4, 1993, in Ka lamazoo, MI.
Stegman received an Alumni Teaching Excellence Award in 1977.
Sara R. Swickard, professor of
teacher education, Feb. 22, 1993, in
Delray Beach, FL. Swickard played a
key role in establishi ng teacher education programs in early child hood
education and the integrated arts,
programs which served as developmental models for the state Depart-

ment of Education . She was a driving force behind the Head Start Program in Michigan and was instrumental organizingWMU's preschool,
which is named for her.

1910-1939
Minnie VanAllsburg Emigh, TC '22,
March 3, 1992, in Tuscon, A'L
Charlotte D. Hartleb, TC '24, BA
'30, Dec. 26, 1992, in Kalamazoo, ML
Mary M. McCully Wright, TC '24,
in St. Petersburg, FL.
Willamena Ribbink, TC '25, BA
'37, June 7, 1992, in Muskegon, MI.
Mabel J. Davis, TC '26, BS '42, in
February 1992 in Hillsdale, MI.
Alice Hamilton Moore, TC '26, BA
'38, Sept. 27, 1992, in Marshall, MI.
Ruth C. Schuur, TC '26, BA '58,
Oct. 5, 1992, in St. Joseph, MI.
Bert E. Carroll, BA '27, Nov. 4,
1991, in Toledo, OH.
Mabel Ann Yeck Rosplock, TC
'27, BS '50, Oct. 15, 1992, in Grand
Rapids, MI.
AnetaM. Townsend, TC'27,Dec.
16, 1991, in Alto, MI.
Lois B. Monroe, B.A. '28, assistant professor emeritus in Spanish,
Sept. 25, 1992.
Margaret E. Kennedy Powell, BA
'28, Oct. 21, 1992, in Denver, CO.
Robert M. Radabaugh, TC '29, BS
'49, June20, 1992, in White Cloud, MI.
Therman G. Harris, BA '30, Oct.
6, 1992, in Lansing, MI.

Carroll A. Beale, BS '31,Aug. 24,
1992, in Mt. Clemens, MI.
Raymond C. Norton, BA '31, Aug.
15, 1992, in Mio, MI.
Eugenia E. Schmitz, BA '31 , Aug.
28, 1992, in Grand Rapids, MI.
Kathryn Shirley Saxon Olds,
TC '32, Sept.11 , 1992, in Grand Rapids, MI.
AnnK.Artz, TL'33,0ct. ll, 1992,
in Battle Creek, MI.
Richard Sheldon, BA '33, Oct.11,
1992, in Winnetka, IL.
MargaretE. Wheater, BA'33, Oct.
31, 1992, in Hanover, IN.
Cecelia Katherine Hans, BA '35,
December 1990 in Fennville, MI.
Esther G. Zoutendam, BA '35,
Oct. 17, 1992, in Denver, CO.
George Miller, BS '36, Nov. 6,
1992, in Ka lamazoo, MI.
ZoraJ. VanOss VanRegenmorter,
TC '36, July 29, 1992, in Jenison, MI.
Thomas F. Briscoe, BS '37, Oct.
29, 1992, in Detroit, MI.
Hope Fowler Ringle, BS '38,
Sept. 3, 1992, in Kalamazoo, MI.

1940-1959

Jean D. Evans Cahn, BA '40, Jan.17,
1993, in Kalamazoo, MI.
Katherine Power Licht, BA '41,
June 21, 1992, in Leesburg, FL.
Phyllis Josephine Lundeen, BA
'41, Oct.1 0, 1992, in Kalamazoo, MI.
Mary Hough Roe, BA '41, Aug.
31, 1992, in South Haven, MI.
Georgia Bassett Carter, BS '42,
Sept. 17, 1992, in St. Johns, MI

John L. Roosa, BA '42, in December 1992 in Grand Rapids, Ml.
Anne Miller, BA '43, in December 1992 in Fort Meyers, FL.
Milton Earl Sorenson, BS '43,
Dec. 1, 1992, in Traverse City, Ml.
Oliver G. Trick, BS '43, Nov. 2,
1992, in Birmingham, MI.
Harriet M. Klein, TC '49, Oct. 14,
1992, in Ionia, MI.
Alfredo S. Concepcion, BS '50,
July 31 , 1990, in Montebello, CA.
William Harry Lewis, BS '50,
Aug. 31, 1992, in Jacksons Gap, AL.
Geraldene Kutsche, BS '51 , Dec.
18, 1991, in Grand Rapids, MI.
James Terkos, BS '51, MA '56,
Dec. 26, 1992, in Mishawaka, IN.
Milton R. Cudney, B.S. '52, professor emeritus in the Counseling
Center, Dec. 7, 1992, in Kalamazoo,
MI. 1952 WMU graduate.
Richard S. Steele, BS '52, May
22, 1991, in Broomfie ld, CO.
Roscoe A. Douglas, B.S. '53, M.A.
'54, associate professor emeritus in
mechanical engineering, Jan. 19,
1993, in Kalamazoo, Ml. After retiring Douglas, advisor to the Society
of Manufacturing Engi neers chapter, activelyworked on College ofEngineering and App lied Sciences
projects, including its solar car.
Authur H.Miller, BBA'53, March
13, 1991, in San Diego, CA.
Faith Mayhew Lindquist, BA '56,
Aug.12, 199 1, in St. Petersburg, FL.
James J. Hart, BA '57, Nov. 8,
1992, in Harrisonburg, VA.

Alfred H. Bowker, BS '58, MA
'65, Oct. 18, 1992, in Augusta, MI.
AlfredJ. Hamlin, BA '58, MA '60,
Aug. 20, 1992, in Coldwater, MI.
Martha A. Hullings, BS '59, Oct.
15, 1992, in Bristol, TN.

1960-1979
Melvin E. Herzing, BS '60, Aug. 20,
1992, in Battle Creek, Ml.
NormaSueLaRose, BS '60,June
11, 1992, in Lakeland, FL.
Levi White Pigeon, BS '60, Jan.
30, 1992, in Grand Rapids, ML
Sharon J. Jenkinson Plantefaber, BA '60, MA '64, Dec. 25, 1992,
in Kalamazoo, MI.
Royce R. Groat, BS '62, Dec. 5,
1992, in Kalamazoo, MI.
Ronald W. Zilke, BS '62, Sept.
27, 1992, in Kalamazoo, MI.
Martha K. Gaastra, BS '63, Sept.
21, 1992, in Grand Rapids, MI.
Paul R. Kruggel, BS '63, Oct. 20,
1992, in Brighton, MI.
Margaret Ann BeloofBugbee, BS
'65, July 9, 1992, in Detroit, MI.
Sharon E. Peterson Dicier, BS
'65, Nov. 1, 1992, in Lima OH.
John B. Sonnevil, BS '65, Dec.
23, 1992, in Bellevue, WA.
William J. Geocker, MA '68, in
November 1992 in Kalamazoo, MI.
David Hoard, BS '68, Jan. 12,
1993, in Kalamazoo, MI.
Patricia L. Neuman Burzynski,
BA'69, MA '79,Apri1 6, 1992, in Grand
Rapids, Ml.

Dorothy Kuhnlein Pallas,
BS '71, MA '72, Jan. 6, 1993, Los Angeles, CA.
Charlotte Jean Troy, BS '71 ,
MA '73, MA '81, December 1992 in
Chapel Hills, NC.
Micheal J. Fitzgibbon, BA '73,
Aug. 29, 1992, in Battle Creek, MI.
Anthonette L. Wenglikowski, BA
'73, Sept. 7, 1992, in Mi lwaukee, WI.
Jack DiMicco, MA '74, in November 1991 in Marlboro, NY.
Dale C. Popp Jr., BS '75, Aug. 24,
1992, in Jackson, MI.
Herman R. Thigpen, BS '75,
Dec. 27, 1992, in Kalamazoo, MI.

1980-1993
D. Micheal Clayborn, MA'80, June
24, 1992, in Maywood, IL.
Therese Schott, MOT '82, in
1991 in Pheon ix, AZ, it was
recently learned.
Kenneth Kory Frame, BS '83,
Aug. 23, 1992, in Birmingham, MI.
Gregg M. LeFevre, BS '83, Oct.
14, 1992, in Farmington Hills, ML
Mark D. Andrews , MA '87, in
October 1992, in Springfield, MO.
Richard R. Williams, BSE '89,
Dec. 4, 1992, in Norman, OK.
Nanle Paul Bulus, BS '90, in Septe mber 1992 in Nigeria.
KirkA. Randolph, BBA'90, Nov.
9, 1992, in Fountain Hills, AZ .
Paul C. Williams, BBA '90, September 1992 in Kalamazoo, MI.
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It's high time that you joined us!
It's time to join the Western Michigan University Alumni
Association-your Alumni Association.
Why? Now more than ever before, the University needs
informed and involved alumni-Western needs you.
It's time to check out the exciting things happening at
Western and for Western alumni. Demonstrate your pride in
your alma mater through membership in the WMU Alumni
Association.
It's time to find out more about the benefits your Alumni
Association offers and the good works it performs. As a
member you'll receive a package of benefits that includes
money-saving opportunities and programs that
provide you with the chance to continue learning
and sharing with other enthusiastic Western
alumni. These benefits include:
• Priority invitations to and discounted fees for
association-sponsored events.
• Automatic membership in regional chapters
and constituent societies.
• Subscription to ACCENTS, the association's
newsletter.

• Discounts at the WMU Bookstore in the Bernhard Center.
• Professional and personal networking opportunities.
• Most important, the opportunity to be an active part of
the Western Michigan University community.
It's also time to receive your handsome quartz desk clock,
designed especially for association members, as a gift ... but
only if you join now! Don't let another minute tick by. Join
the thousands of other WMU alumni who are making a
difference.
Complete the membership invitation on this page of the
Westerner and return it with your payment to: Western
Michigan University, WMU
Alumni Association, McKee
Alumni Center, Kalamazoo,
MI 49008-3854. The clock
will be available as a gift to
new members only until
June 30. So, take the time
to send in your membership today.

.. ..

-·

Alumni Association Membership I

1

Name ,,.,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~First
Middle Initial/Maiden
Last

I

Spouse -,---~~....,...,.,...,--,.,--:-:-:-:--:-::-.,....,...,.~~~~____,~
First
Middle Initial/Maiden
Last

WMU Graduation Year(s) -~-----Self

I
I

Spouse

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

Membership Levels

I
I
I
I

Individual
D Annual Membership $25
D Life Membership
$400
D Life Payment Plans:
D $215 per year for two years
D $88 per year for five years

Family (Husband/Wife)
D Annual Membership $30
D Life Membership
$450
D Life Payment Plans:
D $240 per year for two years
D $98 per year for five years

Make check payable to the WMU Alumni Association, or use:

Homecoming 1993: Let the games begin
Although the 1993 Homecoming "games" are still months
away, everyone knows competitors must start early to
prepare for the big event.
The 1993 football team is already rigorously training for
its main event, the October 9 Homecoming game against
Central Michigan University.
Your "training" for the Homecoming games needn't be
so strenuous, however. All you need to do to prepare for
your part is:
• Make your reservation for the Alumni Association annual
Brunch, using the early bird reservation form on this page
of the Westerner.
• Purchase your ticket for the football game by calling the
Athletic Ticket Office at (800) 922-7841.
• Make your reservation at one of the hotels listed on this
page of the Westerner.
You're encouraged to make reservations for overnight
accommodations as early as possible, so you'll be assured

lodging. Today isn't too early. For your convenience, a
partial list of Kalamazoo area hotels follows. More Homecoming details will appear in the September issue of the
Westerner.
Note that many of these establishments offer discounts to
WMU Alumni Association members.
Budgetel Inn ................................... (616) 372-7999
Fairfield Inn by Marriott .................. (616) 344-8300
Holiday Inn-Expressway ................. (616) 381-7070
Holiday Inn-West ............................ (616) 375-6000
LaQuinta Inn ................................... (800) 531-5900
Radisson Plaza ................................. (616) 343-3333
Red Roof-East Cork ........................ (616) 375-7400
Red Roof-West Michigan ................. (616) 382-6350
Residence Inn .................................. (616) 349-0855
Signature Inn .................................. (616) 381-1900

Two 'wheelers' and dealers share expertise with marketing students
Two advertising professionals returned to campus this
winter to share their experiences and expertise with Western
Michigan University marketing students.
Leaving California for Kalamazoo were Jan Thompson,
B.B.A. '72, vice president of marketing for Mazda Motor of
America, and Mark Curran, B.B.A. '73, senior vice president
of Foote, Cone, & Belding Advertising.

that did wonders for me when I went out into the real world
to try and get a job."
In addition, the two had high praise for the University's
new business building.
'We're absolutely overwhelmed by how professional the
new building is," Thompson said, "including the design, the
layout, the thinking that went into it. This is nicer than
most companies that I've worked with, and I think students
should be very proud to take classes in a place like this-this
is beautiful."
"Some of the kids are going to go out to the business
world and not find half of this out there," Curran added,
noting the state-of-the art quality ofWMU's business,
computing, and other facilities.

I
I
I
I
I
I

D VISA or D MasterCard D Discover Expiration Date _ __
Account Number

D This year's dues only

Signature
D Automatic renewal*

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

••1• •••••••
•
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·---------------··
*

Annual credit card billing of annual dues or installment payments for
life membership.

H
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I
I
I
I
II.
I

1

Name(s)

I
I

WMU Class Year(s)

I

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

I/we wish to reserve tickets for the following Alumni Association event:
Quantity Association
NonMembers
members••
(applies lo
spouse/guest)

D Brunch *

$9
$11 $ _ _
TOTAL ENCLOSED$ _ _

Make check payable to the WMU Alumni Association or charge my:

D VISA or D MasterCard D Discover Expiration Date _ _ _
Account Number
Signature

Return to the WMU Alumni Association, McKee Alumni Center,
Kalamazoo, Ml 49008-3854 before July 30, 1993, and you 'll receive
brunch tickets at this 1992 price .
* * Take this opportunity to join the Alumni Association using the
membership form above.

*
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I
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I
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Despite the positives (ContinuedfrompageS)
Returning to campus this winter to speak with business students
were, from left, Jan Thompson, vice president of marketing for
Mazda Motor of America, and Mark Curran, senior vice president
of Foote, Cone, & Belding Advertising.

Thompson directs all marketing activities for Mazda and
its $250 million annual advertising account, making her the
highest ranking woman in the U.S. automobile industry.
Curran's company dedicates 225 people to work solely on
Mazda advertising.
In an interview, both Thompson and Curran said the
educational foundation and study discipline they received at
WMU have helped them achieve success in business.
"Certainly we had some excellent professors at the time.
They gave us a good foundation to go out into the real world
and expand upon it, so I'm sure the kids today are getting
that very same foundation," Thompson said.
Curran also cited another important aspect of his WMU
experience.
"I had an opportunity to do some things other than just
classes,'' he said. "I worked for the school newspaper, on
both the editorial side and advertising side. And I will say

'We wanted to have a
serious impact on the
educational system, not just
change a class or two. By
seizing the moment and
taking over the student
center, we provided an
element of motivation by
demanding the University
change or face more demonstrations. We were very committed to doing what we had to do to get changes to take place.
We were responsible for a substantial increase in black
administrators, faculty, and staff and what is now the MLK
(Martin Luther King, Jr.) program."
Increasing awareness and tolerance regarding sexual
orientation issues has been less dramatic but no less
difficult. One of the first presidents of the Alliance for
Lesbian/Gay Support, Judge Plummer, B.B.A. '85, recalls
that it took fourteen months of legwork by a small group of
dedicated students before WMU in 1985 publicly denounced
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
"Once the University's non-discrimination policy was
amended to include sexual orientation, the alliance did all
the lobbying that resulted in a half-time position for an

advisor for lesbian, bisexual and gay issues,'' Plummer says.
"Also, in 1984 we put on the first Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Day. Our banner was ripped down right away, but we were
named student organization of the month for this informational effort. Today, GLAD has grown into a week of informational activities.
"Overall I'm very proud of the University for what it's
done in a short time-there was a dramatic need there,''
Plummer adds. "But we did what the administration should
have done. Right now, most of what's being done is being
done by the student group. If the administration is going to
make dramatic claims about diversity, it's falling short in
education and in equal treatment and integration of
minority groups."
Dr. Earl M. Washington, director ofWMU's Institute for
the Study of Race and Ethnic Relations (see related story on
page 5), says some of the tensions and frustrations that still
exist occur because students view diversity as a target with a
specific terminus. "Diversity is an ongoing processsomething we must work toward to achieve and then
maintain," Washington says. "At WMU we are constantly
striving to improve acceptance and understanding, and
we're definitely moving in that direction."

-by Janet Jones, B.A. '90, and Jeanne Baron, M.A. '89

